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Progress On The New Sales Trailer

We are full steam ahead on our brand new 48’ Top of the line Sales Trailer. This trailer will
have all of the latest and greatest features, from having a 75” Television Screen on the
outside of the trailer where when we set up shows to an automated elevator to dispatch our
AGV. You will be able to see the simulation screens for the AGV’s. Just imagine if you
could actually see what you could do in your facility before you received it we will have that
capability.
Right now we are in the
fabrication stage of the trailer..
Material is ordered and delivered.
This is a very exciting time for all
of us in making sure that we bring
the top of the line product to your
door step. So if you are interested
in scheduling one of the first
shows when we are fully ready
please contact us at
Sales@Tekno.com.
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Automated Guide Vehicles Simulation
When you are planning how many
Automated Guide Vehicles you
need in your assembly line, there is
always so many questions.
Questions as such:
How will we make this flow?
How will it work in for our
facility?
How many AGV’s do we need?
How many Charging stations?
This can all be simulated now with
our new system! We have the
capabilities to simulate the whole
AGV system. You can actually see
your production line in movement
before it gets to your facility. This
is just another way that Tekno is
moving forward with technology to
help our customers further.

Just want to remind everyone to get their orders in for your components. Make sure you
keep your shelves stocked with Tekno products. Our inside sales department is hard at work
and will get your quotes and orders out to you. Contact Dustin Mustread at
DustinMustread@Tekno.com or 270-773-4181 x 109.
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